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Summary
In this contribution the origin of human voice is investigated. Many theories try to explain how the voice is produced, see for example [Titze, R., Alipour, F.: The myoelastic aerodynamic theory of phonation, 2006], but until now it has been fully understood. The human phonation represents a coupled problem composed of three
different physical fields – the deformation of the vocal folds (elastic body), the complex fluid flow and the acoustics together with all mutual couplings. It is sometimes referred as fluid-structure-acoustic interaction problem. Due to very complicated accessibility of human airway the numerical simulation plays irreplaceable role.

The critical part of whole simulation is the reliable solution of fluid-structure interaction (FSI) problem. To include the effects of time-dependent computational domain the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) method was used. The fluid flow is modelled by incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in ALE formulation and
structure is described by linear elasticity theory. The acoustic part is here solved with the aid of acoustic analogies because direct computation of acoustics within compressible fluid flow simulation would have to face too many problems. One from many is the magnitude disparity of acoustic pressure and overall hydrodynamic
pressure, see [1]. Therefore the hybrid approach, when first FSI problem is solved and later according to the chosen acoustic analogy the sound propagation is computed, can benefit from problem-specific solvers and substantial lower computation demand, see [2]. The Lighthill acoustic analogy and acoustic wave equation
(AWE) are introduced here.

The all three mentioned problems are solved by finite element method (FEM). The SUPG stabilization and mini-element in flow solver was implemented. Finally, the propagation of acoustic pressure through model of human vocal tract based on data from FSI simulation was computed. The frequency spectra of signal in front of
mouth was obtained by the Fourier transform and compared.

Fluid structure interaction

Elastic body. Deformation u(x, t) is given by
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where ρs is density and f s volume force. The Cauchy stress tensor τ sij can be expressed by
Hooke law with help of Lame coefficients λs, µs and tensor of small displacement esij as
τ sij = λs(div u) δij + 2µsesij(u).

Fluid flow. The ALE method is used for purpose to include effects of fluid domain
change in time. The key of the method is to construct diffeomorphism At from reference
state onto deformed state in any time instant t, i.e. At : Ω

f
ref −→ Ω

f
t .

Than Navier-Stokes equations in ALE form are
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+ ((v −wD) · ∇)v − νf∆v +∇p = gf , div v = 0 in Ωf

t , (2)

where νf is kinematic viscosity, wD is the domain deformation velocity and DA

Dt denotes the
ALE derivative, see e.g. [3].

Equations (1) and (2) are supplied with suitable initial and boundary conditions, specially on
the common interface ΓWt the dynamic and kinematic boundary conditions are prescribed.

The FSI problem was numerically approximated by FEM and partitioned scheme approach
was used, see [4]. The typical distribution of fluid velocity in time instant t = 0.0355 s

.

Stored displacement of the top point from bottom vocal fold in y-direction is shown left.
Its Fourier transform is depicted right.

Aeroacoustic analogies

Lighthill acoustic analogy. The propagation of pressure fluctuation p′ is described
by inhomogeneous wave equation
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where Lighthill tensor is Lij = ρfvivj+((p′)−c20(ρ
′f))δij−τ fij determines the sound sources.

Without considering of heat conduction it can be approximated as Lij ≈ ρfvivj, see [5]. The
drawback of Lighthill analogy is bias of acoustic results in near field, see [1].

AWE analogy. The AWE analogy is formulated directly for acoustic pressure pa
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It is derived based on splitting pressure into mean and fluctuating non-acoustic and acoustic
parts, i.e. p = p + pic + pa and on the assumption of irrotational acoustic field, see [6]. Its
advantage is acoustic source given by time derivative not space derivative.

Numerical results
Sound sources. The computed sound source densities according to Lighthill analogy
at time instant t = 0.025 s are shown left, respectively for AWE analogy right.

The structure of sound sources at frequency 232 Hz is displayed for Lighthill analogy left
and for AWE right.

The sound sources of frequency 2486 Hz are for Lighthill analogy left and for AWE right.

Sound spectrum at mouth position. The model of vocal tract for vowel [u:] mo-
tivated by [7] is sketched below with highlighted microphone position.

The frequency spectra obtained by Fourier transform of acoustic signal at microphone po-
sition for Lighthill analogy, AWE analogy and PCWE analogy, see [1], are compared with
measured formants of natural speech, see [7], represented in Figure by black lines.

Conclusion. .
• FSAI problem was mathematically formulated.

• All subproblems were numerically solved by FEM and implemented.

• Sound sources based on FSI results computed, interpolated and analyzed.

• Frequency spectra of three different acoustic analogies were compared with
formants of vowel [u:] from article [7].
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